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DRAFT
...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES UNIDENTIFIALBE AND...
...INAUDIBLE...
JANIE: Coffee?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: ...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Thanks
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES ...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ten-four
...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...INAUDIBLE,,
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE... We'll be...INAUDIBLE... Wayne's comin here to meet...INAUDIBLE...
JANIE: (SLIGHT LAUGH)
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Would you get the word to Davis...INAUDIBLE... a little upset that they have...INAUDIBLE... broadcast to David Howell...
INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Is he still on the horn with ah...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Is Dave still on the phone?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Can't tell ya
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES....INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Let's tryta get back out
LYNCH: Wayne, Wayne
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Not back yet
LYNCH: Okay, you anticipate him here in the next few minutes?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: I'll have to shut you off to hold
off...INAUDIBLE...maybe you hear all that noise
LYNCH: Okay, if ya can, ahm, I sure need to getim' back on the
line.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Okay, he'll be here in a bit.
...BACKGROUND NOISES...(15 SECONDS)
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...resolution now
before...INAUDIBLE...stress the safety aspect...INAUDIBLE...
movement, so forth...INAUDIBLE...we're workin' on that thing
just...INAUDIBLE...anybody's best interest...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...we're at...INAUDIBLE...
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Yeah...misunderstandings...
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Mario, have you heard anything about that
Perry Jones thing?
MARIO: No, not...INAUDIBLE...he's supposed to be second in
command
BACKGROUND VOICE UNIDENTIFIABLE: Perry Jones
LYNCH: Who's that
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND ...INAUDIBLE...
............(15 SECONDS)
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: I don't hear anything in the background, I
don't hear...INAUDIBLE...or anything, it's absolutely quiet
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...the next...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND NOISES...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...Any ATF people make entry into the compound
...BACKGROUND NOISES....(SOUND OF A BEEP)
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Okay, he’s back
LYNCH: Way
WAYNE: Wayne here
LYNCH: Yeah, Wayne, whatc, whatcha got
WAYNE: It’s confirmed that two men on our property they’re
closing in just behind the dairy barn or in that area, and
they fired shots on us.
LYNCH: Awright, they’re, they’re attempting to move out
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: We’re not aware of any
LYNCH: We’re, we’re not aware of each, there is right now,
there is no aggressive action being, being taken, taken place
at this point.
WAYNE: Well why don’t they just walk out?
LYNCH: They're tryin' to, to walk, evidently what we've heard
that they drew fire from some of your people.
WAYNE: Ah, not true
LYNCH: Well, that's that's what we need to...see, that, that's
why this, this, ehhh, this coordination thing, and listen, ya
know, it's, it's fixin' to get dark, and that's not gonna be to
the advantage of anybody involved in this, okay. Ya know, ahhh
ehh, can, can we get, can we get you and Steve up here and let's
try to get this resolved, we've got to move, ya know, ya see
what's happening now, people are starting to get itchy again
you've got to maintain the control that you have now, it's you
and Steve up there, and let's get this worked out. Can you get
Steve up here with us? You and Steve and I have got to get this
taken care of, ehhh, ya know, the dark is, is, is comin' and, and
there's, err, there's not gonna be to our advantage or your
advantage, okay, it's gonna create more problems, ya got control,
you and Steve, let's, can you gettim' up here with us?
WAYNE: I understand that Steve is talking to BATF
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: ...INAUDIBLE...is talking to ATF
LYNCH: Okay, lemme check....MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES INAUDIBLE
...okay, okay, we're, ...SHHH...what, what is David
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: idea to get this resolved, do ya know
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...safely with results
WAYNE: How's that?
LYNCH: How, how is David wanting to safely resolve this?
Has he, has he shared that with you, have you an' and Steve
been able to, to sit down with ah, 'with David, and, an' an'
talk about safely resolving this?
WAYNE: I understand he's made an offer and we're waiting for a
reply
LYNCH: Okay, do you know what the offer consist of?
.....BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...makin' all kinds of...INAUDIBLE
WAYNE: No, but I'm sure Jim knows.
LYNCH: Pardon me?

WAYNE: Jim, at BATF.

LYNCH: Okay, can you hold while I tryta check?

WAYNE: Sure can

LYNCH: Awright, is, ah, is Steve there with you?

...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: No, 'but we’re getting very nervous every time that
vehicle ...INAUDIBLE...goes down the ah,

LYNCH: I know, an' an' that's what, that's what I'm talkin’
about, you've got to use your control that you have, you and
Steve, and maintain the calmness that we've had up to now,
okay, you've

WAYNE: No, that's not okay, we don't want that vehicle droppin'
off anybody on our property, they're coming by, they're dropping
people off.

LYNCH: Gimme a description of the vehicle

UNIDENTIFIED MALE (A DIFFERENT WAYNE VOICE): An aircraft
approaching us now

LYNCH: Awright, standby, what, gimme a description of the
vehicle, can you do that?

WAYNE: An aircraft, looks like

LYNCH: No, the vehicle on the road, lemme deal with that
first, okay...UNIDENTIFIABLE BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
describe that vehicle to me, so I can find out who's in it,
Wayne, ...SOUND OF A BEEP...

WAYNE: Gettin' a report right now
LYNCH: Okay, okay thanks, we needta know, so, awright, and lemme check on the aircraft, I'm sure it's gonna be the news media again.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...IN BACKGROUND...aircraft

LYNCH: Cause we have, all law enforcement aircraft is grounded, okay...SOUND OF A BEEP...okay? Hmm...SOUND OF A BEEP...hello,

WAYNE: Yeah, this is me

LYNCH: Okay

WAYNE: Lemme assure me none of our guys have done anything, I mean, we wouldn't be lyin' about this

LYNCH: Okay

WAYNE: These guys wanna be...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Yeah, well, that's, see, we've not lied,

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...shot at ya know,

LYNCH: Right,

WAYNE: You're cool what's goin' off around the property and people movin' around, and they have people nervous, ya know

LYNCH: Oh, I, I, I'm tellin' ya, it's gonna make...INAUDIBLE...and that's what we're tryin' to resolve, we needta get with, with ah, with ah, David and Steve an' and Wayne an' an' start makin' a peaceful ah, successful, ah, ah, a solution to this problem, an' an' start, ya know, getting the people that are, are hurt over there, getting 'em the help that they need, that's all we wanna do, we wanna it to be over just like ya all, I know you're tired as we are, but, that's that's, that's where we're headed, okay an we're not gonna do any aggressive, we make a promise, ah, ah,
ah, Wayne and I have an agreement, and so far we've been able to hold to that agreement, okay,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Okay

LYNCH: Awright

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Ya know, these guys don't know what's happening

LYNCH: Okay, that's what we'll do, we want, and ya all have to let us know what's happen, ya know, it's, it's gotta be a two-way street...BACKGROUND VOICE INAUDIBLE...Awright, ATF is moving their people out, okay

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: That's the movement they see

LYNCH: That's the movement they're seeing from

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: from the, the dairy barn

LYNCH: From the dairy barn, okay,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Are ya copyin' that?

UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE: Yeah

UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: That's what they're doin', ya know, that's all the movement, throughout the day has been is to move people out

UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE: Yeah

LYNCH: Not move people in, there's, there are no more aggressive actions, so standby a minute.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: (MUFFLED)...INAUDIBLE...scripture...INAUDIBLE

LYNCH: Okay, you said David is making an offer...Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE: You're negotiating with
LYNCH: Wayne, Wayne, it's not making sense. We're not being able to, ya know, to get any, any sense out of his offer. Can someone get up there and find out what he wants to say? I mean, ATF guy that he's talkin' to it's jist not making any sense. In, can Steve ah, possibly visit with David?

JANIE: (IN BACKGROUND...INAUDIBLE...she's down there, she's ...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...their talks don't...INAUDIBLE

LYNCH: Okay, ya know, try to suu, we wanna, we wanna know what we, what he wants, but right now, it's just not making any sense.

UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE: Okay, what about the ....INAUDIBLE...chopper that keeps flyin' around the property,

LYNCH: Now, we ah, ahm, the, the chopper ya know, that's that's the media, all law enforcement stuff, ah, ah, air, fixed wing or rotary wing, they're grounded

UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE: If that was a media, oh, coulda, you guys should have control over whether they come into

LYNCH: GIVES A LAUGH...HAAH

UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE: the perimeter of this property

LYNCH: I wish we did, we've been, this has been, as, as, Wayne will tellja, that's who's been buzzin' through there, eh, ya know, we've, we've told 'em their air space is restricted, we have called the FFA, an' ya know, we're makin' every, ahmm, ahmmm, request that we can of them, to stop the flights over your property. We're not there to dump anything, an' I know, that was a concern of ah, Wayne's, earlier, but I've assured
him, that that's not what's happening. An', an' the aircraft in
the aircraft in the area is from the news media. There's, ya
know, that's whatchja, their there to see what's goin' on, okay?
We don't understand wha, what David wants, we need to understand
this, okay, some
UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...I mean, its, simple, I mean
you...INAUDIBLE...not there in...INAUDIBLE...I mean, I mean,
makin' statements...INAUDIBLE...gotta listen to what he's gotta
say
LYNCH: Okay, and, let, lemme tellja, that's why once again, we,
we're not communicating, we've got too many different lines, we
need to get everybody together on this line, so that we'll know
ya know, what I'm getting now is from the see, ATF, okay, an' an'
they're not being able to make any sense out of it.
UNIDENTIFIED WAYNE (SOUNDS LIKE A DIFFERENT VOICE): Okay, well
just hold on a minute
LYNCH: Okay
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: He hasn't mentioned it
LYNCH:...MUFFLED TO BACKGROUND...INAUDIBLE...one of those...
...INAUDIBLE....about they've lettem down, cause they didn't
do it, everybody...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...everybody be able to follow
his, his leading, and he felt guilty because they hadn't been
able to, he was,
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...given a very...INAUDIBLE...and they hadn’t been able to...INAUDIBLE...(SOUND OF A BEEP)...no, but he, well, sounds like he is...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...Well, we, we, probably not prevented, we need ta be careful about sayin’ that ah, Dave is the head hancho, we don’t wanna say that,

LYNCH: that he’s not makin’ sense,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: But wh, we need to we need to make, to keep this as simple as possible and get it resolved so that everybody’s safe, and that the, the ah, situation’s resolved.

LYNCH: Is Wayne back yet?...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES INAUDIBLE...hello, is Wayne back yet? Wayne,...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES INAUDIBLE...Wayne, Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...other guy’s talkin’ to you more, the young kid...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Wayne,...BACKGROUND NOISES INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: Yoah!

LYNCH: Yeah, Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: This is not Wayne

LYNCH: Oh, okay, listen, ahm, what, what we, we need to understand, ya know, and it needs to be put in, in, fairly, ya know, simple terms for us to understand what David is wanting us to do, an’ so that we can start, ya know, complyin’ or seein’ about complyin’ ...

BACKGROUND UNIDENTIFIED MALE: We’ve already got the
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...when Wayne get back, okay?
LYNCH: Okay, but, ya know, we’ve already complied with the two radio broadcasts, ya know, we need, we sure would like to understand.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah, okay, you will, wait a minute...
LYNCH: ...MUFFLED BACKGROUND. You’re right about ...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Right,
LYNCH(?): We had a talk with four people on there recently, now, Steve, Wayne...
JANIE: (IN BACKGROUND) I know
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...I’m Sub-one, I’m sub two, this is the second I’M sub.
...BACKGROUND...UNIDENTIFIED MALE SHOUTS ...WAIT...INAUDIBLE... their time....BACKGROUND UNIDENTIFIED MALE SHOUTS: They’re...
INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Well, the, they will probably represent a less push and last ditch ....INAUDIBLE...same...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIALBE AND INAUDIBLE...What was that? ...Reilly? Reilly, they’re attacking us right now
LYNCH: They’re, yup, hello
WAYNE: They’re attacking right now
LYNCH: Okay, no, ah, I don’t think so, lemme check, okay, hold on, just kinda calm down, an and hello, hello, you there?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: They’re...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Yeah, according, there’s no action, are you there, Wayne?
WAYNE: I'm here!
LYNCH: Okay, Wayne, I just talked with the CP an', and there's there's
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: There ain't none
LYNCH: ya know, they're assuring us, and they keep reassuring us that, ah, there's nothing going on at this time. Who is, who is bringing this to you?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah, we've we've done
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...nothin' there
LYNCH: Awright, double check with 'em, use your, use your, your leadership ability over there to tryta to determine what exactly is happening.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What area... NAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Within what area are, are these folks coming out of,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: All they're doin' is...
LYNCH: All they're doin' is movin' their people back
UNIDENTIFIED MALE WHISPERS: They....INAUDIBLE...they want
WAYNE: All right, you need to be out here
LYNCH: Well, I, I, eh, you're right, that's why it's so important to git everybody on this line, because see, this, this miscommunication, ya know what I'm talkin about, if this miscommunication is gonna cause us some problems, we need to git, How's your tech, 'is he ever git that other phone fixed?
WAYNE: Yah
LYNCH: Huh?
WAYNE: Yeah
LYNCH: He did? Okay, where, where's this movement coming from?
WAYNE: Checking
LYNCH: Huh?
WAYNE: Checking
LYNCH: Checking
WAYNE: ....across the street
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Across the street
WAYNE: What?...street
UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICES ...INAUDIBLE...tell'em...INAUDIBLE
LYNCH: All they're doin' is leavin'
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: He just made a...INAUDIBLE...offer, he says leave...INAUDIBLE...here...ta see....INAUDIBLE...Mr...INAUDIBLE..
WAYNE: They're at our gate
LYNCH: They're at your gate, all they're doin' is leavin' the property, they're pullin' back
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...gota hell, and they're at our gate
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: In the guardhouse and at the
LYNCH: Standby
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: guardhouse and
LYNCH: Standby
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Is it they're, they're assaulting versus pullin' back...SOMEONE REPEATS...they'r assaulting versus pullin' back...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Ask 'em to
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Are you sure that you're not watchin'...
INAUDIBLE...footage because, there's
LYNCH: Awright, are you sure you’re not watching old footage on television, are you, are you monitorin’ this on television, or somethin’?

WAYNE: Actual....INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Wha?....Ya know,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Ask ’em

LYNCH: we’re, we’re not

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Yeah, we’ve been assured and reassured that there, nobody is bein’ aggressive, no one is even acting agress, all they’re doin’ is fallin’ back, which is what

WAYNE: Chopper over us

LYNCH: Okay, that’s, that’s ah, probably the news media again

WAYNE: I don’t believe it

LYNCH: Wayne,

WAYNE: They’re tryin’ to land a man on our roof again

LYNCH: Wayne, that’s not gonna happen, listen to me

WAYNE: It’s already happened

LYNCH: No, there’s no one on, there’s no one on your roof

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: There was

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: They’re...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Awright, hold on, jist a minute,

BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIALBE...INAUDIBLE...awright, that’s ah,...that’s...in, in the compound...INAUDIBLE...compound

LYNCH: Awright, Wayne... Wayne,
WAYNE: Right here
LYNCH: Okay, check and see if it's not some of your people that are outside the compound, okay, can you do that?
WAYNE: I'll check
LYNCH: Awright, check and see, because, once again we've been reassured by the CP that, ah, that there is no aggressive action, there are, all they're doin' is pullin' back.
WAYNE: Larry, none of our men would go up to the gate right now,
LYNCH: Aw, I understand that, but, what there's, what you're seein' is, you're seein' people pull back
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Their people inside the building
LYNCH: Awright, the CP is, is, seeing your people outside the buildin', are, are some of your other people seein' them?
WAYNE(?): I'm not
UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: That's part of the people
LYNCH: Huh?...BACKGROUND NOISES....Whadj you say?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Somebody back there said that, that's probably what, what it is.
LYNCH: Okay, Wayne, have you been able to confirm that, that it, that it was your own folks there, out in that area?
WAYNE: I'm still checking
LYNCH: Okay, ya know, we need to, get this, get everybody under one communication link, because it's startin' ta, everybody is startin' to get antsy again, ya know, ya gotta exert your leader-
ship, you an, you an, and ah, Steve have gotta, we've gotta get this thing resolved, it's startin' ta get dark, and it's not gonna work to our advantage, we wanna peaceful resolution to this,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...their people...INAUDIBLE...
somebody in the background said that they might...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: Larry, we can talk in the dark
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: We can talk in the
LYNCH TO THE BACKGROUND: He just made the comment that we can
WAYNE: No need for a deadline
LYNCH: dark...Heh?
WAYNE: No need for a deadline, we can talk in the dark
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: No need for a deadline, we can talk in the dark.
LYNCH: Talk in the dark, ah, okay, ya know,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: That's fine
LYNCH: That's, that's fine,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: As long as he wants
LYNCH: Ya know, that, eh, that's ya know, if your makin' that suggestion we'll work with you, we've, we've agreed with, an' done thing, ya know, we've put two of the, the radio spots on for ya, and ah, ya know, we're, we're ah tryin' to work with ya, we're gonna, we wanna peacefull resolution, an' ah, our agreement and our ahm, our workin' together on this is gonna do it. Is it, didya find out if your folks are out there? We don't want any misunderstandings, we don't want any of your folks out there, ya
know, ah, ehr, even your own folks, seein' somebody else,
they're not sure they can become ya know, trigger happy
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: That's one...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay,...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIALBLE AND INAUDIBLE.
Wayne, are you still there?.....BACKGROUND VOICES...dark
Wayne? ...BACKGROUND VOICES...background...Wayne?
WAYNE: We're waiting for all of 'em to fall back
LYNCH: Okay, that's what they're doin', hold on, lemme double
check the status for you, okay?
...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES...yeah
LYNCH MUFFLED TO BACKGROUND: Awright, we put the...INAUDIBLE...
call back, we'll call 'em back...INAUDIBLE...
...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICE: here...BACKGROUND NOISES AND
VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Wayne...Wayne...
WAYNE: Yeah
LYNCH: Can ya keep your folks inside the compound?....Wayne,
....BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE... Wayne,
....BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...ya know, if, ah,
are those people tryin' ta come out, Wayne?...BACKGROUND VOICES
...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: Larry, nobody has left our building
LYNCH: Okay, they're, they're repor
WAYNE: Those men, they were not our men
LYNCH: Awright, they're, they were, we're getting report from
the CP that some of your people are outside the compound, are
there, are some people tryin' ta leave?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: We can see...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: No, no one ah, wanted to leave

LYNCH: Awright,

WAYNE: Everyone wants ta stay

LYNCH: Okay, we can escort 'em out safely, eh, eh, if they would like to leave, that, that was the ahm, hold on just a minute

...MUFFLED BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...

LYNCH: Yeah, give me a few minutes, an'if they wanna walk out, I need to let the CP ah, be aware of it, that they're comin' out

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: assure their safe

LYNCH: Assure their safe

WAYNE: How many do we have

LYNCH: Heh?

WAYNE: How many minutes?

LYNCH: We, no, there's ya, ya, ya jis, ya know, jis gimme some notice, okay, gimme some notice, ahm, there's, okay, we don't want any surprises, jist let me have ah, ya know, sa, a few minutes notice so that I can make this, the, the I can work with ya and make the CP aware, so that they can come out safely, ya know, whatever, whoever wants to come out, ya know, let'em come and we'll, we'll guarantee their safety, okay, but just be sure an' give me some notice, okay, wouldja do that?

WAYNE: I can't promise you that, Lar

LYNCH: No,...BACKGROUND PHONE RINGS...

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE... here is that nobody wants to leave,
everyone's been asked, within the last thirteen minutes,
BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: everyone was asked...I was asked
LYNCH: Okay
WAYNE: I told the person to go around and ask everyone...
BACKGROUND VOICE...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: That check has been made
LYNCH: Okay, well,...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...we...
BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...we thought, that ahm
there might be someone wanting to come out, we just wanted to
make it as easy as we could an' an' do it as safely as we can
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Lettem come out...INAUDIBLE...see the...
INAUDIBLE...up...INAUDIBLE...
BACKGROUND MALE: just an officer...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay?
WAYNE: What's that?
LYNCH: Huh? Ahh, ya know, that's, ah, I'm jist, wehhh, when ya
know, that if, if, if some of the folks wanted ta come out,
that's fine, ya know, we'll guarantee their safety, jist let us
have a little ah, little ah, notice, so that we can make the CP
and everybody else aware...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE.
We're gonna continue ta guarantee their safety
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Everybody's safety
LYNCH: Everybody's safety in there. I mean, ya know, ah, we,
wer, we've talked about
WAYNE: Larry,
LYNCH: Yah, Yah?
WAYNE: What kinda...INAUDIBLE...do they have now?
LYNCH: I'm ah
WAYNE: What is...INAUDIBLE...perimiter, is it on our property?
LYNCH: NNNNoo, they should be taa they should be off your property, lemme check, okay
WAYNE: Please
LYNCH: Standby, hold on, standby...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES
INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: That's what they're tryin to do, is tryin' to back off
LYNCH: Wayne,
WAYNE: Wayne here
LYNCH: Okay, Wayne, the only people that are still there behin are on the dairy barn, we're tryin' to remove them now, they've they're tryin' to do it safely. Their bein' very careful about how their doin' it, they're concerned about their safety as we're concerned about their safety, okay, standby, jist a minute
MUFFLED TO BACKGROUND: Be sure we're not givin' 'em any strategic...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...right...BACKGROUND VOICES
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah, that's right
LYNCH TO BACKGROUND: Okay
LYNCH: That's, that's where we are, we're, we're, we're tryin' ta move 'em back and do it very safely, we're concerned about their safety, okay? We don't want any more people, ya know,
wounded, okay? ...BACKGROUND VOICES INAUDIBLE...are ya there? Wayne?

WAYNE: Where is their perimeter right now?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What?

LYNCH: The, the perimeter is, is outside the barn, now they’re, that’s what they’re tryin’ to do is fall back.

WAYNE: Okay, well, well, Larry, you remember before you told us that, ah, that they weren’t on the, they weren’t by the barn

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Apparently, there’s a small...

WAYNE: Are they, are they not?

LYNCH: Awright, ah, awright, the only thing that I can think of, of, ah, Wayne, is that there was, there was some guys pinned down there and they’re tryin’ to move ’em out, ya know, which is complying with what you’ve asked us to do, ya know, we’re, we’re complyin’ with what you want, ya know, we’ve done the two radio spots, we’re movin’ the people back, no aggressive actions have taken place, ya know, we’re tryin’ to do what you want, okay? No, no one is ah, is makin’ aggressive actions, okay

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Okay

WAYNE: Larry?

LYNCH: Yeah,

WAYNE: The occupying of the ah, the two homes across the street from our front gate, they’re filling up that house with men.

LYNCH: Okay, lemme check, can ya hold just a second? Hold on, like I say, I’m not there an’ I’ve gotta communicate with these people, standby
MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES INAUDIBLE...I can see...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Hang loose, we’re checkin’ on everything, okay, you still there?
WAYNE: I’m here
LYNCH: Okay, stand, standby
MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...(20 SECONDS)
LYNCH: Wayne, Wayne,
WAYNE: Hello,
LYNCH: Okay, I’m, I’m gonna, I’m gonna take a break for a minute, and ahm, Vern’s on the, on the phone, okay, so let’s keep the line open, okay.
WAYNE: Okay,
LYNCH: Awright, I’m gonna take a break, I’ll be back ta ya in a minute.
...UNIDENTIFIABLE BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...a minute,
MUFFLED BACKGROUND NOISES...Hold off on the NCC for...INAUDIBLE...
...(25 SECONDS)
VERN: Hey, Wayne, are you still there, this is Vern....Wayne, are you still there, buddy?....Wayne, are you in there? Wayne?
...MUFFLED BACKGROUND NOISES...Hey, Steve,...Wayne, are you guys there?
WAYNE: Byron?
VERN: Yes,
WAYNE: Can you hear me?
VERN: Yes I can, is this Wayne?
WAYNE: Can ya hear me?
VERN: Yeah, go ahead
WAYNE: Okay
VERN: Okay
WAYNE: Ahmm, just wanted to letcha know, when you get on the phone I can barely hear you, but if you can hear me, that's fine
VERN: Okay, I can hear, can you hear me better now? Wayne?
WAYNE: A little bit
VERN: Okay, ah, I just wanted to let you know that we just heard back from the ah, the Command Post out there who has assure us ah, just like Larry had toldja, that they're movin' their ah, their people back...INAUDIBLE...group would stay a little in close, that you were concerned about was that party behind the ah, ah, dairy barn, and they're tryin' to pull back safely now, so, nobody's comin' in, there's no ah, no hostile action underway, or anticipated, okay? We're tryin' to get them resolved safely for everybody. Ya understand? Wayne, didja hear me?
WAYNE: I can hear you
VERN: Okay
...BACKGROUND NOISES...
WAYNE: I haven't talked to that commander...ya know, the field commander?
VERN: Yeah, well, it's
WAYNE: I...INAUDIBLE... had achance to talk to the field commander
VERN: Okay, well we're talkin' to him and ah...INAUDIBLE... your
comments on to him.

WAYNE: I don't know if I can trust him

VERN: Well, he's tryin' to ah, he's tryin' to keep us posted, and we've been able to pass that along to you and everything he's said, has been truthful. I have no reason to believe that ah, that what your sayin' is not absolutely accurate and honest and I can assure you that what we're passin' to you is that an...

INAUDIBLE...honest assessment of what's goin' on....Wayne, we're not gonna try ta lie to you, we've gotten this far, because ah, you've been truthful with us, we've been able to work things out, we're gonna continue to try to work it out.

....BLANK TAPE....APPROXIMATELY 15 SECONDS
...BACKGROUND NOISES....

WAYNE: Vern?

VERN: Yes, go ahead

WAYNE: It's too difficult for me to hear you, so what I want to
do is...INAUDIBLE...installation back...

...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

VERN: Whatcha gonna do is what, Wayne?...12 SECONDS NO RESPONSE)

Wayne, are you still there?

WAYNE: I'm here

VERN: We're gettin' some word from the CP that they're takin'
fire from some of your people, is that true?

WAYNE: It's hard for me to understand you...Awright, they're
already ...INAUDIBLE...broken and...INAUDIBLE...so ah, please
wait

VERN: Okay, Wayne, can ya hear me better now?

WAYNE: I can hear you fine,

VERN: Okay, we're gettin' some information from the CP that the,
ah, some of the ATF people we're taking fire as they're trying
to back out of your, your area, are ah, any of your people
shooting at the ATF people...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: We had one shot that was an accident, and it was just,
just 30 seconds ago

VERN: Okay, okay,

WAYNE: Now, that was close to me, it wasn't...INAUDIBLE...
the building towards the dairy barn

VERN: It was an accidental discharge?
WAYNE: Yes, and it was just one shot.

VERN: Okay, we will pass that on, that's, that's what we wanna make sure, that we keep this channel open, so that we know, ya know, what's happenin' like that, try to keep' as much of this down to a minimum, okay

JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: Aright...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...

VERN: Okay, ah, Larry just came back, ya wanna talk to him a little bit?

WAYNE: I'm sorry, I thought it was Larry talkin'

VERN: No, this is Byron(?)

WAYNE: Thanks, Byron

VERN: Okay, hold on just a moment

LYNCH: Wayne, I'm back, okay....everything settle down? Wayne? Wayne?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: This is a good one...INAUDIBLE...pretty good

WAYNE: Wayne here!

LYNCH: Okay, everything settlin' down?...BACKGROUND NOISES...

I understand that there was some ah, of agents were taking fire, is that correct? That was an accident?

WAYNE: There was one accidental pop

LYNCH: Okay, okay, well that's, that's what we wanna avoid, we wanna (SIGHS), we wanna keep that to a minimum, that's why it's maintain (EMPHASIZED) this line, okay, and try to get everybody to come through us, so that we can have ah, the control that we
need, so that we can keep anything from happening like that.
Gosh, we, we need ta, we need ta get ta, Steve, an' an' an'
David up here and try ta get this thing resolved. Eh, do they
have any idea of how they wanna proceed, and what direction?

...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...(15 SEC.)

WAYNE: Ah, is that you Larry?
LYNCH: Yeah, that's me, that's what I was askin' ya, do, ahm,
hold on just a second, okay? Stan
WAYNE: Don't trust the field commander at all
LYNCH: Pardon me?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Sorry
WAYNE: We don't trust the field commander, what's his name?
LYNCH: The field commander over there is ah, gonna be Cavanaugh
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...needs to check with him because ah, we
don't trust him.
LYNCH: Awright, lemme, we have a, we have a direct relay here,
that's part of the problem, ya know, we're, lemme see, ahm, what
is it that your, that your havin' a problem with.
WAYNE: I'm having a problem them telling you one thing and it's
not true.
LYNCH: Okay, I mean, wha, like what?............what, what is
WAYNE: That nobody was on our property
LYNCH: Nnnno
WAYNE: We thought we had an understanding that there was no one
on the property. .....PHONE RINGING....
LYNCH: All they're tryin' to do, ya know, they're trying to pull
right now, Wayne

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...with all the shooting

LYNCH: Ya, know, that, that's

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Okay, they're not aggressive, the, the, there's nothing that they've done is, is been aggressive. All they're trying to do is make sure they safely can pull back. That's all they're tryin' to do. They're not bein', ya know, I told ya there's, there will be no aggression on our part, there will be no aircraft comin' over and droppin' anything, so far, that has been the case, correct?

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: There are more choppers

LYNCH: Huh?

WAYNE: Ya hear more choppers

LYNCH: It's, it's media, ya know, we're, all law enforcement choppers are grounded.

WAYNE: I don't think the media would be taking chances like this

LYNCH: Well, heh, they've, they've been doin' it all day.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE... choppers

WAYNE (different voice): Your being honest with us?

LYNCH: Yes, sir, ya know, we'r, there are no law enforcement fixed wing or chopper aircraft up, over your place

WAYNE: Your on fire, they'll let you fire...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Pardon me?

WAYNE: You wanna fire or let them fire?
LYNCH: Ah, no, we don't, we don't, there's nobody gonna fire, no one, ya know, no one is making a ah, ah, threatening move, towards any of your people or anything.

WAYNE: That's good.

LYNCH: Yeah, that's, that's what you want, and that's what we're complying with, Wayne and I have.

WAYNE (same as before): Look out for anything fall on me!!

LYNCH: What?

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...Awright, march 'em!

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Marvin, you gottem?

WAYNE: Larry, if the land

UNIDENTIFIED MALE IN BACKGROUND: Nothin's goin' on

LYNCH: Nothin's goin' on.

WAYNE: We don't want those choppers anywhere on our property.

LYNCH: Awright, lemme, lemme try ta stress that, back again to ah, to the, the CP over there an' a git them to try one more time to get the choppers out of the area, okay? Awright?...(BACKGROUND NOISES)....Wayne,...(BACKGROUND NOISES).....Wayne,...(BACKGROUND NOISES)...

WAYNE: Larry, we're not...INAUDIBLE...about those choppers

LYNCH: Wha, they're, they're, they're not our choppers, hold on just a minute, okay?

...MUFFLED BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES....I think...INAUDIBLE...I, I don't

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE IN BACKGROUND: ...INAUDIBLE...understand ...

...INAUDIBLE....
...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE...INAUDIBLE...I really do, ...INAUDIBLE...(MUFFLED MALE AND FEMALE VOICES FOR APPROXIMATELY ONE MINUTE)

LYNCH: Wayne....

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE BACKGROUND: ...INAUDIBLE...be there...

LYNCH: Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE BACKGROUND: ...INAUDIBLE...conference...

WAYNE: Larry

LYNCH: Yeah, ya there

WAYNE: Larry, they're bringing in the National Guard

LYNCH: No, Wayne, wha, I don't, I don't know where, where you're getting this information, are ya, are ya watchin' television?

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE BACKGROUND: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Are you watchin' anything on television? Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE BACKGROUND: ...INAUDIBLE...I mean, I don't see how...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: We've been through this before, Larry,...this morning

LYNCH: But the

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...choppers show up...

BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Way, awright, there are choppers from every news service in the State now here, we're tryin' to git their cooperation, they are not there to drop a landing party or drop any type of ah, incendiary or explosive devices on your place. I've toldja that, that's, that's not what we want, we want this, we want
everybody to walk outta there, ya know, an' an' let it be over with and let you have the time to make your statement. The National Guard is not massing for an attack, no one is, everything is pulled back, has been on hold, okay? Okay? Yyyyy, do you, ya, Wayne, do you see any ah, ah ah, aggressive action out there in front of you now?

...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE... check, Larry

LYNCH: Wha, what

WAYNE: Their being on our property is aggressive

LYNCH: I understand, but they’re, and I’ve told

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE... nine a.m. to six p.m., for ‘em to fall back, that’s aggressive.

LYNCH: No, they’ve, they’re, they have, have they made any aggressive moves in the last five hours or six hours, whatever it is? No. All they’re doin’ is, they’re, they’re tryin’ to get back, they’re tryin’ to do it safely,

WAYNE: They’re tryin’ to dig in

LYNCH: No, that’s, that’s not what we’re doin’, hold on just a second, hold on

...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES....INAUDIBLE...(APPROX. 20 SEC.)

Wayne, Wayne,

WAYNE: Larry, we don’t trust Cavenaugh

LYNCH: Awright, Wayne, listen to me, the people that are tryin’ to move back, the reason they’re not moving back, they’re taking fire from your people. If your people will put their, ah, hold
fire, use your influence on 'em, Wayne, all they wanna do is get outta your area, okay
WAYNE: Cavanaugh is not telling you the truth, we're not firing
LYNCH: Okay, the, the message coming from the CP is that they are taking fire,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: coming to us
LYNCH: and they're tryin', they're trying to pull back
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...talking much longer
LYNCH: Huh?
WAYNE: Won't be talking much longer
LYNCH: Why?
WAYNE: Because he's lying to you.
LYNCH: No,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Ya know, I'm not there, okay, Wayne, I, ya know, I, I'm, I'm not anywhere close to where you are, an' all I'm relying on is what ATF is tellin' me, they're tellin' me their men in the barn back there are taking fire and all they wanna do is get outta there, okay? Don't tell me that your not gonna talk to 'em, we gotta keep talkin', we've got ta, ta make this thing work, we have come so far, and we've worked so hard, so don't tell me you'll, we'll stop talkin', let's keep talkin', use your influence, get Steve up there, ya know, an', an' you said you wanted me to talk to David, we want to ah, to, to make this come to a peaceful end, okay?
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...them their wounded
LYNCH: What?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...them
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...their wounded, we wanted them off our property.
LYNCH: Okay, wha, you, you worked with us, you, you, you let us do that, we’ve taken them off, now, the people back in the back have taken fire, they can’t move, they’re, they’re not willin’ to expose themselves to move
WAYNE: They don’t have to expose themselves to move, I know this property.
LYNCH: Yeah, I know, hold on just a second, while I check their status.
...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...
(APPROXIMATELY 8 SECONDS)
LYNCH: Wayne, Wayne,
WAYNE: Yes, Larry,
LYNCH: Okay, what we’re gonna do, is, we’re gonna move up ah, ah, ah, vehicle to pick up the people that are stranded down at the barn, okay, ya know, eh, if, you’ll tell your people this is not an aggressive move, they’re comin’ in to pick up the people that are stranded, okay?
WAYNE: I’ll do that, Larry
LYNCH: Awright, an’ before we make, give me your assurance that you’re not gonna start firin’ on ‘em.
WAYNE: Larry, we haven’t done anything hostile, but we assume that if that vehicle comes down that road again, it’s dropping
off more men, at the shed before, and before, and before.
LYNCH: No, eh, but what I'm tellin' ya, ya can see for yourself, nothing, no action has been taken, okay, nothing hostile has happened aaa, since we started talkin' all they wanna do is extract the guys from the barn, an' they wanna do it in a safe manner, they guys there, they're tellin' us, that, that, that they have taken fire, and now, they wanna bring this vehicle up and move the people out.
WAYNE: Larry, it's not true, they're reinforcing
LYNCH: No,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...not lied to you
LYNCH: We've not lied to you, ya know, you, you've not lied to us, okay?
WAYNE: He's lying to you, Larry
LYNCH: Awright, hold on, lemme check the status.
...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICE (SOUNDS LIKE JANIE):...INAUDIBLE...
whose gonna help....INAUDIBLE...things, first make the announcement there's...INAUDIBLE...ya can call me back when...
INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Awright, awright, we, can you, have you talked to your people, we wanna bring the vehicle in, not to drop off troops, we wanna bring 'em in to get the guys that are stranded back there, okay? Can you give us that?
WAYNE: No, we cannot give you any permission to bring the vehicle down the road.
LYNCH: (SIGHS) AHMMMMMMM
WAYNE: Tell 'em to move
LYNCH: That's
WAYNE: out! Tell 'em to move out!
LYNCH: Okay, they tried, they tried to do that, an' they took fire, Wayne.
JANIE (BACKGROUND): ...INAUDIBLE...negotiation
WAYNE: There's a tree line, they can walk through that tree line, they can go into the next field, they can get out.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...still, they tried
LYNCH: They tried that, and they took fire, can you give me some assurance that your people will not fire.
...BACKGROUND VOICES ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Ah, hold on a minute...MUFFLED TO BACKGROUND...there's no ...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: (SHOUTS) Take a look upstairs!
UNIDENTIFIED MALE BACKGROUND: They wanna, they wanna take their men out, if ya all won't shoot...INAUDIBLE...they do that...
...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Awright,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: They were saying no deal
LYNCH: We're, we're, we're, we're communicating with 'em, once again, this com, this communication is a real problem, ya know, we, we're all spaced out here we're not all on the same, ahm, ahh, link, we need to be all together. We need ta get your folks up there with us, so that you can start making some decisions.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Awright,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: that they wouldn't offer
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: I'm gonna shoot ...INAUDIBLE...door off
LYNCH: Wayne,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Not as long as it would to...INAUDIBLE...
JANIE(?): Verify
LYNCH: Wayne,
WAYNE: I'm here,
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...get them off the air
LYNCH: Awright, Wayne, you’re not going to fire those people
when they start to walk out then, awright?
JANIE(?): promise me that...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: You promise me that? (SIGHS) ahmmm
JANIE(?): I mean
LYNCH: Wayne, can you make that promise to me?
BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: It's after dark
WAYNE: Let me pass the word, Larry
LYNCH: Awright, pass it quickly, now, so, these guys need ta get
outta there, this is a, this is a real point of contention with
you, let us clear 'em out, so find out quickly.
UNIDENTIFED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...
BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE: ...INAUDIBLE...he is gettin'
the word...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: Pass the word, hold your fire, let them get
LYNCH: Wa,

WAYNE: off the property

LYNCH: Wa, Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: He's passin' the word for his people

WAYNE: We're passing the word, Larry

LYNCH: Okay, we're still getting reports from the CP that, that our people are being fired upon by your folks.

WAYNE: Larry, I cannot hear any shots...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...I cannot hear any shots

LYNCH: Okay,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Well, we can't move our people

LYNCH: Awright, to

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...safety

LYNCH: Yeah, we can't move until they're, until they're safe, awright, do, yaaa, ya know, earlier ya said you really didn't have ...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: Larry,

LYNCH: Yeah,

WAYNE: These men are not wounded, are they?

LYNCH: Pardon me?

WAYNE: These men are not wounded!

LYNCH: I don't know their status, ah, ah, I mean, I really don't.

WAYNE: You're on the radio

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Where'd Albert go?

LYNCH: Ah, ah, I'm tryin' to, wh, that's what I'm tellin' ya,
that goes back to not having everybody here on the same link, I’m havin’ to ask the man over here to patch me through to them to find out what they’re doin’ goes to the CP, an’ it goes to the field, that’s what I’m tryin’ to find out.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...the CP there that they won’t have to use force
LYNCH: We
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...people out
LYNCH: We have got to have your assurance that ah, you won’t fire on the people, you’ve got to be able to get in touch and control the rest of your people, standby.
MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES...medical assistance...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: Pass the word
MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: If they’re walking off the property, don’t shoot
MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...look good, why don’t you shoot ...INAUDIBLE...we’re shootin’ at anything.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Now that we know they’re dead...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH TO BACKGROUND: They’re not gonna...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah, Wayne, talk to ‘em...INAUDIBLE... ...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah, okay, they can go, we know they’re standin’...INAUDIBLE...too, lettem go, and we’ll not shoot ...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...UNIDENTIFIABLE...
...they're all outta the barn,...INAUDIBLE....everybody...

INAUDIBLE...(APPROXIMATELY 15 SECONDS)

LYNCH: Wayne, thanks, Wayne,
WAYNE: I'm here
LYNCH: Thanks for your help, we've gottem out, we appreciate you gettin' your people to hold fire. Thank you, very much.
WAYNE: Larry, we never fired a shot at 'em.
LYNCH: Okay, ah, ah, all I can tellja is, is what we heard from the CP, but thank you anyway, for what you did.
WAYNE: Larry, that CP needs to be changed
LYNCH: Okk, ah, ah, I don't have any control of that right now, but ya know, really, your, your, your, your interceding there was, was great, thank you so much. Mannn, (gives a little laugh) that, that makes me feel better, okay?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: We can work with you
LYNCH: Ya see, this is just a, we can work together, ya know, you did what you said you'd do, and Iah appreciate it, and we're gonna maintain this, this relationship through the rest of this, okay?
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Thank you
WAYNE: You don't know if the men left the property
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: We've been assured...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: We've been assured that they have, can you see the barn?
WAYNE: Larry, that's why we told you that they were
they have their cover, they could just easily walk away

LYNCH: Okay, then,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...interested

LYNCH: Our, our, our interest is their safety, just, as it is in the safety of the folks there with you, ya know, and so, we, I, we're not there, ya know, we're, like I said, this, this communication deal's becomin' a problem. We need to get this thing resolved, we need to

WAYNE: The problem what we have, is

LYNCH: How can we safely get everyone outta there, Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Let's start workin'

LYNCH: Let's start workin' on that, we, we're, we're, we need ta start workin' on that, how can we do that, Wayne?

WAYNE: We have another problem, Larry

LYNCH: What is it?

WAYNE: Got men in the guard shack, ATF, we want them to pull back.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ATF in the guard

LYNCH: Okay, hold on just a sec, is that the front of your property?

WAYNE: They're on our property.

LYNCH: Okay, that's at the front though, that's what I'm tryin' to determine, right?
LYNCH: Ahmm,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: yes, sir

LYNCH: How can we get a copy of that?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Lynch

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...CP has...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah,

LYNCH: How can we get a copy of that?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...supposed to look for...

INAUDIBLE...supposed to get on the...INAUDIBLE...Jim Cavanaugh, and, and give her, and tell him the message...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Right,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: The Jim Cavanaugh, the, the one you’re supposed to give the message to right now,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Okay, I’ll talk to ’em

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Me?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: I thought he was...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah,...INAUDIBLE...you’re supposed to get ’em on the line, so he can tell ’im

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Right

WAYNE: Okay, you want him ta, ya know, Dave’s...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah,...INAUDIBLE...communication to Cavanaugh, right?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah, but he’s got Cavanaugh’s telephone number, why don’t he just call ’em?
LYNCH TO BACKGROUND: The bad guys got

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What's that, what's the phone number?

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...name

....BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Wayne,...Wayne,...Wayne

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE

LYNCH: Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Hold on for a second, please

LYNCH: Okay, okay

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...INAUDIBLE....APPROXIMATELY

90 SECONDS.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Hello,

WAYNE: Larry,

LYNCH: Yeah, I'm here

WAYNE: We're listening to the news report,

LYNCH: Okay,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE:...INAUDIBLE...special report

LYNCH: Okay, wh, wh, wh, can you get David to call Cavanaugh?

WAYNE: I just passed the message

LYNCH: Okay, okay, good, good, good

WAYNE: for DK to pass, to, to call Cavanaugh

LYNCH: Okay, okay, good, ah that's good, an' we're, now you and

I, an' an' even Steve needs to start deciding how we're gonna

get, get this thing goin' and how we're gonna get those folks
outta there. What, what are you, what are your thoughts on that? I need your input.

WAYNE: I think first of all, you need to change Cavanaugh, he's not tellin' ja the truth,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...before we did the operation

WAYNE: He's a field commander, he can make independent decisions, he could lie about what's happening out here,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...news at all

LYNCH: Well, but I mean,

WAYNE: Good, Larry

LYNCH: Pardon me?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...back in there...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Wayne,

WAYNE: I've been a captain myself, I know what a captain can do.

LYNCH: Okay, the, ahm, you know, Cavanaugh, is ah, ah, like I say, he's over there, eh, eh, eh, there's been no aggressive action taken, everybody's pulled back,

WAYNE: Cavanaugh was in charge this morning,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: and furthermore,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...set

WAYNE: he's not helping, you need to change 'em

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Okay, regardless of that, what can you and I, and ah, Steve do to start getting people outta there? Ya know, this